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Week 8-2nd Six Weeks Oct. 3, 2021-Oct. 7, 2021

Monday Thursday

Reading- 8.9(E), 8.5(F)

TLW discuss how music relates to poetry and
then complete TPCASTT for analyzing a piece
of music. Students will receive their poem for
memorization. (we will have 1.5 weeks to
memorize.)

Lang. Arts- 8.10(D)(i), 8.10(B)

TLW takes notes over complete sentences &
fragments and review for quiz.

Reading:

8.3(A), 8.4(D), 8.5(D)

TLW work on memorizing their poems for Friday
with their partners.

Students will receive information over how I will
grade them reciting for the upcoming date.

Language arts:

TLW: spelling unit 1 review (lessons 1-4). (Grade)

Tuesday Friday

Reading- 8.3(B)

TLW ReadTheory Quiz #1/#2. (Quiz
1-2 Averaged Grade)

Lang. Arts- 8.10(D)(i),

TLW complete their grammar quiz
over grammar skills: complete
sentences & fragments (grade).
Students will then work on any
missing work owed.

reading:

TLW: read their library book and produce a
summary

**Library Day (2nd half of class)**

Language Arts:

TLW work on handwriting skills for the next 2
letters for cursive writing. They will then practice
cursive writing on their desks with an expo marker
using task cards.
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Wednesday

Reading-

TLW: TPCASTT “I’m Nobody, Who are
you?”-Emily Dickinson (grade)

*students can begin studying for their
upcoming poem recite.”

Lang. Arts- 8.10(B)

TLW practice how to write an introduction.

HW-revising introduction to creative writing
story.

I will occasionally let students take class work home to finish if I feel
they need more time, but it is on a class by class or individual basis.

It is the student’s responsibility to keep up with homework,
assignments, and study papers.  Work done in class will not always be
posted to my website due to copyright infringement or other reasons.

In compliance with the BMS grading policy, I will allow corrections on
major exams.  No corrections on daily work, quizzes, and other grades
will be given unless at my discretion.

Work must be turned in on the due date. Grading of late work will
follow the late work policy in the handbook.

Lesson plans are subject to change.


